[Calcific arteriolopathy (Calciphylaxis)].
Calcific arteriolopathy (CA), also known as " Calciphylaxis " describes a phenomenon of necrosis, mainly cutaneous and sometimes systemic, due to the obliteration of the arteriole's lumen. Initially there are under-intimal calcium deposits, and then the thrombosis occurs leading to the necrosis. CA affects mainly the renal insufficient hemodialysed patient, but not exclusively. We present 4 cases which illustrate well the etiologic spectrum of CA: terminal renal insufficiency, neoplasia, primary hyperparathyroidism, proteinuria, vitamin K inhibitors. We describe the AC's epidemiology, its cutaneous and systemic clinical presentations, its treatment. We make the hypothesis that CA is a strong risk marker in matter of cardiac mortality and we discuss this point. In this article we describe the numerous breakthroughs that have been made in matter of research about calcification over the past few years: inhibitors of calcium phosphate deposition, vitamin D and PTH1R, protein-calcium complexes, cell death, induction of bone formation. These data are analysed from a clinical point of view with practical purposes. We present CA not only as a cutaneous disease but as a systemic pathology. The CA epidemiology is an incentive to more diagnosis suspicion in front of organ infarct involving a patient likely to be concerned by CA. The scientific and therapeutic breakthroughs in matter of calcification enable a better prevention of the disease. Nevertheless it remains very difficult to cure when installed.